GRADES

K-8

THE GREAT ESCAPE
Objective
This mind-boggling game improves problem solving, teamwork, strategy, and accuracy
as each level challenges teams to make “the great escape.”

Equipment
Needs are based on a class with at least 20 but no more than 80 students.










Basketball goals at opposite sides of gym, set 8 feet high (2)
Bowling pins (20-40; the more pins, the longer the game)
Containers for bowling pins (2)
Gator Skin balls or volleyball trainers (50-100)
Jerseys to designate both teams (optional)
Scooters (5-10; enough for a third of the class)
Traffic cones and tennis balls (20 of each; 28-inch traffic cones work best because
they are more stable and make knocking the tennis balls much harder in level 2).
Wiffle or hockey balls may be substituted if tennis balls are unavailable.
Wiffle, tennis, or hockey balls

Scenario
The evil king Darth Oman has imprisoned the entire town beneath his castle in his dark
and dreadful dungeon. It is up to the townspeople to rely on each other and implement
teamwork and problem-solving strategies to move through the many different levels of
the dungeon to make “the great escape.”

Procedure
Before students arrive, place 20 bowling pins on each end line and place one trash can
at each side of the gym. Place 10 cones directly behind the bowling pins and put a tennis
ball on top of each cone. The cones should be located against the end walls. Place the
scooters against the sidewalls, and place the Gator Skin balls in the middle of the gym
(see diagram for setup). Read the scenario to the class.
The object of the game is for each team to successfully accomplish three challenging
levels in order to make “the great escape.” Teams race against each other to complete
all three levels the fastest. Level 1 involves breaking through the boneyard to destroy
level 2’s gunpowder explosives and get the keys to use in level 3 to lower the drawbridge
and escape Darth Oman.
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Divide the class into two teams, select one to three Gatekeepers for each team, and
send each team to opposite ends of the gym to sit down and await further instructions.
The Gatekeepers go to the end of the gym opposite their team.
In level 1, each team bowls balls from their half of the gym, attempting to completely
destroy the boneyard (bowling pins) on the opposite end of the gym. Players may only
retrieve and roll balls that are on their half of the gym. The Gatekeeper(s) retrieves each
knocked over pin and places it in the barrel, helping to clear the way for the next task.
Gatekeepers also assist their team by rolling balls to their team’s side.
Once all of the pins are knocked over and the Gatekeeper(s) has placed all pins in the
barrel, level 2 begins. In level 2, players get on the available scooters to cross over the
midline of the gym and gather more ammunition (balls) for their team. While Musketeers
(players on scooters) retrieve ammunition, players not on a scooter roll or throw balls
to disarm the explosives by knocking the tennis balls off the traffic cones. Although
some explosives may have been disarmed while rolling balls in level 1, players roll or
throw balls to disarm all remaining explosives. (Hint: Throw the balls up high and off
the walls to knock the tennis balls off.)
Level 3 begins when all explosives have been disarmed via knocking the tennis balls
off the traffic cones. In this final level, players throw the Gator Skin balls (designated
now as keys to the drawbridge) at the goal on the opposite end of the gym, attempting
to make one goal. A ball that scores in the goal is the key that unlocks the drawbridge.
The townspeople celebrate their victory by running across the midline to the opposite
end of the gym to make the great escape.

Sidewall
Midline
End line

End wall

= Bowling pin

= Explosive

= Trash can

= Gator Skin balls
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Rules and Safety
1. Players must roll balls during level 1. All players except for Musketeers may collect
and roll balls from their side of the gym in all three phases.
2. Once level 1 is completed, all Gatekeepers return to their team’s side.
3. Players may either roll or throw balls during levels 2 and 3.
4. Downed tennis balls may not be thrown!
5. Only players on scooters may cross the midline to retrieve balls during levels 2
and 3. Balls can be carried, thrown, or rolled back to each team’s side. When tired,
Musketeers may switch with other teammates. Using the scooters is not mandatory,
although it is highly encouraged because it keeps teams supplied with balls.
6. No one is allowed to touch bowling pins or cones. Only Gatekeepers are allowed
to remove downed pins.
7. Players are not allowed to guard the pins or cones in any way. All players must
clearly be attempting to reach the next level.
8. The teacher may knock over pins or balls off cones for rule violations.
9. A team may not go to the next level until they have completed the previous level.
Encourage each team to never give up, no matter how far ahead the opposing team
may be.
10. Only one Gator Skin ball has to go through the hoop at the opposite end of the
gym for a team to accomplish level 3 and win the game. All players run across the
midline when their team has successfully accomplished level 3.

Variations
1. Increase the duration of the game by adding more bowling pins in level 1 or more
cones with tennis balls in level 2.
2. Allow an unlimited number of defenders to guard the pins and explosives. Or,
designate 2, 3, or 4 defenders per team (different colored jerseys will be necessary
to distinguish defenders for different teams).
3. Have players skip, gallop, or perform other locomotor skills besides running.
4. Eliminate level 3 for grades K through 2, or, instead of using the basketball goal,
provide a different target at a lower level and shorter distance.

